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Abstract 

The aim of the study was to investigate whether a moderately cold indoor temperature, 15.5+- 
°C, has a negative effect on human attention. This was investigated in an experiment where 40 
participants (18 women, M = 23.5 years, age range 20–33 years) partook in three commonly 
used attention demanding cognitive tests, where half of the participants were tested in a normal 
room temperature environment around 20+-1 °C and the remaining participants in a cooler 
temperature of 15.5+-2 °C. The three tests that were used were the Stroop Test, Trail Making 
Test A and B as well as the Dot Cancellation Test. The results from the study suggest that 
attention is significantly affected in tests where rapid, correct responses are demanded, since 
the lower indoor temperature in particular significantly affected the performance in the Stroop 
Test. This effect is suggested to originate from a performance decrease when inhibiting 
erroneous responses. Additional to this it is interesting to observe that the test time was short, 
15-20 minutes in the test environment, thus the effect has been shown to affect rather 
immediately, during a short time period. 
 Keywords: attention, inhibition, cold, indoor temperature 

 

Abstrakt  

Målet med studien var att undersöka huruvida en kylig rumstemperatur, 15.5+- °C, påverkar 
mänsklig uppmärksamhet negativt. Detta undersöktes i ett experiment där 40 deltagare (18 
kvinnor, M = 23.5 år, åldersspann 20–33 år) fick utföra tre allmänt kända, 
uppmärksamhetskrävande kognitiva test där hälften av deltagarna testades i en normal 
rumstemperatur om 20+-1 grader medan resterande testades i 15.5 +-2 grader. De tre testen 
som utfördes var Stroop-test, Trail Making Test A och B samt Dot Cancellation-test. Resultatet 
tyder på att uppmärksamhet signifikant påverkas i test där snabba, korrekta responser ska ges, 
detta då den kallare rumstemperaturen signifikant påverkat prestationen för Stroop-testet. 
Denna effekt föreslås komma av en prestationsförsämring när det gäller att inhibera felaktiga 
responser. Samtidigt påtalas att testtiden var kortvarig, 15-20 minuter i testmiljön, således har 
effekten visat sig påverka relativt direkt under en kort tidsrymd. 

Nyckelord: uppmärksamhet, inhibering, kyla, inomhustemperatur 
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Moderately cold indoor temperatures’ effect on human attention: 
Immediate decrease in inhibiting erroneous responses 

The purpose of the study was to investigate whether moderately cold indoor 
temperature affects human attention negatively. The Swedish recommended indoor 
temperature when executing sedentary work is between 20°C and 24°C. Indoor temperatures 
lower than the recommended level can occur on account of under-dimensioned heating 
systems, poor isolation or sudden very low outdoor temperatures (Arbetsmiljöverket, 2015). 
When the work is physically demanding on the other hand, for instance when working as a 
mechanic or a warehouse worker, temperatures higher than 14-15°C are recommended 
(Arbetsmiljöverket, 2015). Research on temperatures between 14°C and 20°C and their effect 
on human attention is rather limited, despite the prevalence of these indoor temperatures in 
people’s working environments. Overall, there seems to be a general lack of scientific research 
focusing on indoor temperature’s effect on human attention. Therefore further research on this 
matter could contribute to more knowledge on how to achieve better working or living 
environments.  

Regarding the question whether a lower indoor temperature affects working task 
performance in sedentary work, an earlier meta-analysis by Seppanen, Fisk and Lei (2006) 
provides an overall picture on how temperature in an indoor environment affects the 
performance of common office tasks. The analysis of the percentage of performance difference, 
per degree Celsius, suggests that performance increases with temperatures up to 21-22°C. 
Between the lowest measured temperature, 15°C, and 21°C the performance was lower than 
maximum. For example, 17°C gave a relative performance measure of 0.95 (maximum is 1). 
Namely, lower temperature seems to affect the performance level of common office work 
(which included rather complex tasks such as text processing and simple calculations). The 
meta-analysis itself does not answer which cognitive aspects could be responsible for cold’s 
effect on performance in these complex tasks.  

However, a study by Enander (1987) was designed to test whether cold temperature, 
4+-1°C, affects performance in tests requiring sustained attention. The result of a Revised Color 
Word Vigilance test and a Digit Classification test with female participants revealed a 
significant increase in number of false alarms, number of errors as well as speed of incorrect 
response. Thus, the conclusion drawn was that a task that demanded rapid, correct responses 
was negatively affected by cold. It was suggested that this effect comes from the inability to 
inhibit erroneous responses. 

Studies on temperatures’ effect on attention have covered heat to a greater extent than 
cold. A meta-analysis by Hancock and Vasmatzidis (2003) proposed that heat significantly can 
affect attention. The concurrent view on how heat affects human attention is, according to the 
study, that the more attention demanding the cognitive task is, the more vulnerable the 
performance is to heat stress. The authors also argue that this decreasing attentional 
performance is due to heat draining the attentional resource. The maximal adaptability model 
is proposed to explain heat's effect on this one attentional resource. That is, that there is a single 
resource pool where a low degree of stress will not reflect on ones’ behaviour due to a 
compensating, adaptive capability (Hancock & Warm, 1989). A high stress intensity or a long 
running stress on the other hand is supposedly affecting one’s behavior. Maximum adaptability 
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is the precise amount of stress tolerated by the system without impinging on ones behaviour, 
the region below the threshold for when the stress is affecting the output (Hancock & Warm, 
1989).  

Thus, attention does not only seem to be heat sensitive (Hancock & Warm, 1989) but 
also cold sensitive for temperatures as low as 4+-1°C (Enander, 1987). One could hypothesize 
that cold’s negative effect on performing complex tasks in a slightly colder temperature than 
normally used in office environment, 15-21°C, (Seppanen, Fisk & Lei, 2006) also could be due 
to cold’s negative effect on attention. Accordingly, the purpose of the study is to investigate 
whether moderately cold indoor temperature, 15.5+- 2 °C, negatively affects human attention. 

Method 

Participants 

Originally a total of 41 people participated in the study, but in the end one participant 
had to be excluded from the results. The exclusion from the study happened because the 
participant was color-blind and therefore experienced problems with completing the Stroop 
Color and Word Test. Of the 40 participants (18 women, M = 23.5 years, age range 20–33 
years) included in the study, most were students at Umeå University recruited through various 
online platforms or in person at the university campus. All participants were healthy individuals 
with no known previous cognitive disabilities. Both the control group and the test group 
consisted of 20 participants. 

Instruments and Materials 

In order to investigate possible differences in people's attention depending on indoor 
air temperature, this study will examine environmental temperature differences and their 
immediate effect on performance on various attention-based tasks. The attentional tasks are 
three well-known cognitive tests; the Stroop-test, Dot cancellation test, and the Trail making 
test (A and B). These tests were, in randomized order, performed by participants in two 
different groups; a control group and a test group. In the control condition participants 
performed the tests in normal indoor room temperature, whereas in the test condition, the 
participants performed the same tasks while exposed to considerably colder air temperature. 

In the test condition participants were exposed to a temperature of 15.5+- 2 °C, with 
temperatures never falling below the limit posing any health concerns. The temperatures used 
in this condition considers the temperature interval for working environments presented by 
Arbetsmiljöverket (2009) which conveys the inside temperatures shown not to pose any 
associated health risks to humans. With temperatures within this interval, consisting of 
temperatures between 10 to 30 °C, there is none to moderate strain on the human body.  

On average, each participant spent around 15 to 20 minutes in the test environment, in 
both the control and the test condition. In appreciation for the participants’ contributions, they 
were offered compensation in the form of a sweet treat.  

Both the Trail making test and the Dot cancellation test were direct printouts of online 
versions and the Stroop test was created by manually copying content from an online version 
and translating it into Swedish. 
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The test environment was set in a standard group room for the control condition and a 
meeting room for the test condition. The only major environmental difference between the 
conditions was the manipulated air temperature in the room. In order to monitor and ensure the 
correct air temperature in the test environments, for both conditions, a thermometer was 
included in all test sessions.  

Stroop Test. The Stroop Test, is a reliable and frequently used neuropsychological test 
referred to in more than 700 published articles (MacLeod, 1991). The test examines the so-
called Stroop Effect which generally refers to the ability to inhibit the cognitive interference 
occurring when processing of a certain stimulus attribute overpowers and disrupts processing 
of another feature of the same stimulus (Stroop, 1935). More specifically this test examines the 
interference inhibition ability (cognitive inhibition) by measuring and comparing the test 
reaction time when performing different verbal reading tasks. The test is also used as a measure 
of selective attention and cognitive flexibility.  

For this study a version of the Stroop Color and Word Test (SCWT) was performed. 
The test involved four subtests, each subtest being a different version of the same experimental 
setup involving a set of words on a piece of paper. In the first three subtests participants were 
asked to read out loud written words on a paper, regardless of the color of the printed text.  If 
for example the word “red” is presented in blue font, the participant is required to say the word 
“red”. Each of these three experimental versions involved differences in how the words were 
presented on the paper and the participant had to finish each task as fast as they could. In the 
first subtest all words were printed in black ink, in the second subtest all words were printed in 
the same ink color corresponding with the written word (congruent) and in the third subtest all 
words were printed in an ink color not matching what the word spelled (incongruent). In the 
fourth subtest participants were presented with the same incongruent sheet of paper from the 
third subtest and asked to say out loud what color the word was printed in, ignoring what the 
word actually spelled. If for example the word “blue” is presented in red font, the participant 
is to say the word “red” (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The fourth (incongruent) subtest of the Stroop Color and Word Test (SCWT): 
participants are asked to name the color the words are printed in. 

Trail Making Test. The Trail Making Test is a neuropsychological test used to 
examine mental flexibility, visual attention, scanning, process speed and executive functions 
(Tombaugh, 2004). Trail Making Test B is seen as more cognitively demanding but also more 
demanding in visual search and motor speed (Gaudino, Geisler & Squires, 1995). 
The test is divided into two separate parts; part A and part B, both involving instructions to the 
participant to physically draw a continuous line connecting a set number of circles in a specific 
order. The participant is instructed to never lift the pencil from the paper when drawing. In Test 
A the circles contain a number and the task consists of connecting the circles in a line starting 
with number 1 and in rising order until all circles are connected. Test B requires the participant 
to perform the same task but this time by alternating between numbers and letters: every other 
circle should contain a number or a letter, respectively (i.e., 1-A-2-B-3-C, etc.). The 
performance measure solely consists of the recorded time to perform the task, therefore the 
participants are instructed to finish each of the tasks as quickly as possible.  

In an early version of the Trail making test the experimental layout included a limit of 
three errors a participant was allowed to make, before the test sheets were removed and the test 
results declared invalid (Lezak, 1995). In this study the tests were conducted according to a 
later version: if the participant were to make an error, the participant was instructed to correct 
it and to promptly return to the previous circle to continue the task. In this way the participant 
was always allowed to finish the tests, regardless of number of errors, and performance was a 
measure of time alone. This is one of the versions most used today.   

Dot Cancellation test. The Dot Cancellation Test or Bourdon-Wiersma test is used as 
an evaluation tool for stroke patients (Akinwuntan et al., 2005) and can be used to study 
sustained attention and visual focused attention or visual search (Crawford, Parker, & 
McKinlay, 1992). However, the visual search aspect of this test is relatively limited to and 
influenced by the structure of the paper sheet layout. Participants are presented with a white 
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sheet of paper containing a large set of groups each containing a number of black dots (3,4 or 
5 dots). The task consists of crossing out all of the groups containing four dots with a pencil or 
a pen, and doing so as quickly as possible. In this test interesting data to collect may include: 
the number of four dot groups that were crossed (hits), the number of four dot groups that were 
not crossed (misses), the number of non-four dot groups that were crossed (false alarms) and 
what time it took to finish the task. For this study we collected the previously mentioned data 
from the Dot cancellation test including; misses, false alarms and time spent.  

Procedure 

Initially, in each test condition, all participants received an introductory presentation 
and walkthrough of the test session. Informed consent was ensured and relevant demographic 
information was collected, by having the participant sign a consent form. The participant 
received a booklet containing sheets with written instructions for each task followed up with 
the task itself on the next page. Verbal instructions were given alongside with the written ones 
in order to ensure complete understanding of the procedure of the presented task. The test 
sessions, in both the normal and cold temperature test condition, lasted between 10-15 minutes 
depending on individual performance. Measure of performance on all tasks were, with the 
exceptions of misses and false alarm for the Dot Cancellation test, solely based on time duration 
for finishing the task.  

Data collection 

For measuring time in all tests a simple stopwatch mobile application was used. In order 
to compile a single performance measure index of the Stroop Color and Word Test for each 
participant, the time difference between naming the print color of each word in the incongruent 
Stroop-test and reading the word in the incongruent Stroop-test was calculated. This time 
difference will be referred to as Stroop index. The mean of this performance index on the 
Stroop test was then, in consideration of Lezak (1995), compared between the control and test 
condition. 

The data collected in the Trail making test (A and B) was time to finish the task. For 
both the TMT A and TMT B the mean time was compared for differences in performance 
between the control and test group.  

For the Dot cancellation test data collected included the number of misses and false 
alarms, as well as the time duration to finish the task. All of these measures were compared 
separately between the control and test condition in order to control a potential difference in 
performance related to each aspect of the test.   

Results 

The significance level for all testing was set to 0.05. All data was initially tested with a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to investigate whether it was normally distributed or not. As time 
for TMT A, time for TMT B, number of misses in the Dot Cancellation Test as well as false 
alarms in the Dot Cancellation Test were not normally distributed, the respective data was 
compared with a Mann-Whitney U-test. The Stroop index as well as time for Dot Cancellation 
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Test were normally distributed and therefore the significance level was tested with an 
Independent Samples t-test.  

The comparison between cold and normal condition for time, number of misses and 
false alarms for the Dot Cancellation Test did not show any significant difference. Neither did 
any significance show for TMT B (0.062) but mean values still showed a rather large 
difference, 42.47 secs for normal temperature and 54.68 secs for colder temperature (see Figure 
2). The significance level seems to have been drawn down by the fact that the standard 
deviation is rather large (18,91).  

Significant results were discovered for TMT A (0.010) and for the Stroop index (0.001). 
The effect size was measured for each significant result. TMT A showed a very small effect 
size of 0.16. However, the Stroop index had a Cohen’s d effect size of 1.443, which should be 
interpret as a very large magnitude of the phenomenon.  
 

 
Figure 2. Mean values for trial time in seconds for each group; the ones tested in cold indoor 
temperature and the ones tested in normal indoor temperature. 

Discussion 

A significant effect of colder indoor temperature on the Stroop index was shown, with 
a large effect size. This implicates that some cognitive components exercised when performing 
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the Stroop Test are affected by cold indoor temperature. As all tests included in the test battery 
somehow are meant to test human attention, the Stroop test seems to differ from the others on 
some points that are largely affected by moderately cold indoor temperature. Since the Stroop 
Test in particular examines the performance in inhibiting cognitive interference between two 
stimuli in a rapid pace it seems possible that human inhibition performance in a rapid test is 
affected by a moderately cold indoor temperature  (15.5 +-2 °C). As number of errors 
indirectly, through the composition of the test, is increasing the measured time for the Stroop 
index it is proposed that the decrease in performance is due to the inability to inhibit erroneous 
responses. The result seems consistent with a study by Enander (1987) where tasks including 
sustained attention was measured in a colder temperature (4+-1 °C). In Enanders study it was 
concluded that a task that demanded rapid, correct responses was negatively affected by cold 
(4+-1 degree celsius). As the Stroop Test is not demanding sustained attention it is shown not 
only that attention is affected by even less cold temperatures than shown by Enander but also 
on a test lasting for a shorter period of time, 10-15 minutes. Thus, moderately cold indoor 
temperature seem to have a rather immediate effect on tasks involving rapid inhibition. Thus, 
this study indicates that attention is immediately affected by moderately cold indoor 
temperatures (15.5 +-2 °C) when it comes to rapidly inhibiting errors. 

The significant difference for TMT A implies that the cognitive components involved 
in TMT A are negatively affected by moderately cold indoor temperature (15.5 +-2 °C). On 
the other hand TMT A had an effect size considered as very small, which indicates that the 
result does not show substantial strength. TMT B did not show a significant result but a pattern 
worthy to mention with distinct difference in mean value. Therefore it is suggested that TMT 
A, with a very small effect size, and TMT B, with a large difference in mean values between 
the two conditions, should be looked upon as rather interesting patterns for further testing.  It 
might be that the difference is more evident in colder indoor temperatures than the ones used 
in the study (15.5 +-2 °C). This suggestion for further research with hypothesizing that 
performance is influenced per degree is in line with a meta-analysis by Seppanen, Fisk and Lei 
(2006) where performance in common office tasks was declining the colder the indoor 
temperature was (for degrees between 15°C and 21°C). 

The performance scoring used in the Trail making tests (A and B), by solely considering 
time, can be argued to decrease the validity of the test layout (Lezak, 1995). This because of 
the reaction time for the instructor to observe and point out the errors, which inevitably will be 
included in the final test time duration. By having the same person giving test instructions and 
being responsible for monitoring and correcting errors in all experiments, this potential validity 
infringing aspects of the tests might be less substantial. Using the same instructor, which has 
been the case in this study, may help preserve a tolerably consistent reaction time across all 
tests.  

The Dot Cancellation Test did not show any significant result and one could argue that 
the Dot Cancellation Test should have been affected as it is an rapid, attention demanding task 
containing some kind of inhibition of errors, even though it is not directly a test for inhibition 
effect as the Stroop Test is. It seems necessary to investigate further what differs between the 
Dot Cancellation Test and the Stroop Test in that sense. 
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Appendix A 
Dot Cancellation Test 
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Appendix B 
Trail Making Test A 
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Appendix C 
Trail Making Test B 
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Appendix D 

The Stroop Test, subtest 1. Black font color.  
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Appendix E 
The Stroop Test, subtest 2. Congruent font color. 
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Appendix F 
The Stroop Test, subtest 3 & 4. Incongruent font color. 

 

 


